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Section 1
Simultaneous Interpreting

What is Cloze Procedure?
Cloze procedure is a technique in which words are deleted from a passage according to a
word-count formula or various other criteria. The passage (cloze exercise) is presented to
students, who insert words as they read to complete and construct meaning from the text.

What is its purpose for interpreters learning simultaneous
interpreting?
It is used to encourage interpreter candidates to monitor for meaning while reading, a skill
which can benefit the interpreter as they learn to monitor for meaning while listening and to
encourage candidate to think critically and analytically about text and content.

EXERCISES TO DEVELOP AND IMPROVE SIMULTANEOUS
INTERPRETING SKILLS
The suggested exercises listed here are based on experiences gained in the training of both conference
and court interpreters. Since the various modes of interpretation involve many of the same mental tasks,
the exercises recommended in the sight translation and consecutive interpreting sections will contribute to
the development of simultaneous interpreting (SI) skills as well. The exercises in the sight translation
section that are designed to develop analytical techniques are particularly applicable to SI, as are the
memory-building exercises outlined in the consecutive interpreting section.
The following exercises, designed specifically to build the skills involved in SI, are divided into those that
emphasize dual-tasking and those that emphasize input analysis. These exercises should be done in all
of the interpreter's working languages, beginning with the native or more dominant language. They should
be practiced daily for about a half hour at a time, as SI skills must be acquired over time to allow for
maximum routinization.
Dual-Tasking Exercises
1. Have someone record passages from magazines or newspapers on tape, or record radio or
television talk shows or interview programs (news broadcasts are not suitable for these exercises
because the pace is too fast and the content is too dense). The subject matter of these passages
is irrelevant, but it should not be too technical or contain too many statistics and proper names.
Essays and opinion columns are good sources of texts for recording. As you play back the tape,
"shadow" the speaker: repeat everything the speaker says verbatim. Try to stay further and
further behind the speaker, until you are lagging at least one unit of meaning behind.
2. Once you feel comfortable talking and listening at the same time and are not leaving out too
much, begin performing other tasks while shadowing. First, write the numerals 1 to 100 on a
piece of paper as you repeat what the speaker says (make sure you are writing and speaking at
the same time, not just writing during pauses). When you are able to do that, write the numerals
in reverse order, from 100 to 1. Then write them counting by 5s, by 3s, and so on. Note what
happens whenever numbers are mentioned in the text you are shadowing.
3. When you are able to do exercise 2 with minimal errors, begin writing out words while shadowing.
Begin with your name and address, written repeatedly. Then move on to a favorite poem or a
passage such as the preamble to the U.S. Constitution (always choose a passage in the same
language as that which you are shadowing). When writing this text, you should copy from a piece
of paper placed in front of you. Do not try to write the passage from memory while shadowing the
tape.
4. While shadowing the tape as in the previous exercises, write down all the numbers and proper
names you hear. Then play the tape back and check to see if you wrote them correctly.
The purpose of the above exercises is to accustom your mind to working on two "channels" at once, and
to force you to lag behind the speaker. If you find yourself breezing through the exercise with no problem,
move on to the next one. You should be taxing your mental capacities to the fullest at all times. On the
other hand, if you are having difficulty keeping up with the speaker and are barely able to mumble a few
words at a time, move back to the previous exercise until you are comfortable doing it. These exercises
should be repeated as many times as necessary over a long period of time.
Analysis Exercises
1. Using the same tapes you prepared for the above exercises (or new ones, if you have grown tired
of those), rephrase what the speaker says rather than simply repeating it (see the paraphrasing
exercise in the sight translation section). Stating a message in different words forces you to lag
behind the speaker, waiting until he or she has said something meaningful for you to work with.
To change the wording of the message without altering the meaning, you must thoroughly

analyze and understand the original message. This exercise also develops your vocabulary
because you are constantly searching for synonyms and alternative phrasing. It is perfectly
acceptable, and even advisable, to look up words and phrases in a dictionary or thesaurus before
attempting to rephrase a passage. It does not matter how many times you go over the tape. Even
if you have memorized the passages, you are still deriving benefit from the exercise. Rephrasing
simulates mental processes required in SI in that you must abandon the original wording and put
the message into a different external form while retaining all of its meaning.
2. To develop your ability to predict the outcome of a message based on your knowledge of the
source language syntax and style and on your common sense and experience, do the following
exercises with written passages from a magazine or newspaper:
a. Cover up the latter half of a sentence and try to predict what it says. Do certain key words
in the first half provide important clues?
b. Read the title of an entire article or essay and try to predict the content. Confirm or reject
your conclusion as you read the article.
c. Read the article, paragraph by paragraph, predicting what will come next. Again, pick out
key words that contain hints about the direction in which the author is heading.
d. Repeat exercises a and b with oral input, having someone read the passages to you.
e. As you increase your awareness of key words, learn to look for pitfalls that can lead you
astray, such as embedded clauses and dangling participles. Develop your ability to skip
over those distractions and get to the heart of a sentence or passage.
3. Using all the techniques you have developed in the preceding exercises, begin interpreting from
the source language to the target language. At first, use the tapes you have already recorded and
worked on in the other exercises, then make new tapes specifically for interpreting practice. You
may want to choose texts related to law and the courts for this purpose, but do not make them too
technical at first. When you feel you are ready, record some actual court proceedings for practice.
Court reporting schools are a good source of professionally recorded tapes of law-related texts.

Adapted from: Fundamentals of Court Interpretation: Theory, Policy & Practice, University of Arizona,
Agnese Haury Institute
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Section 2
Consecutive Interpreting

SUGGESTED SKILLS-ENHANCING EXERCISES FOR INTERPRETERS OF ALL
LANGUAGES
With so few interpreter training classes available it is often difficult to obtain feedback on
interpreting performance. The exercises described below will provide both the novice and the
experienced interpreter with methods to improve skills in consecutive and simultaneous
interpreting and in sight translation.
Effective Listening
1. Observe conversations conducted outside of earshot (e.g., across a room, with the volume
turned down on the television, or in a crowded area, such as a shopping center or an
airport). Note how facial expressions, gestures, body movements, posture, and eye
contact (or lack of it) reveal what the speakers may be saying. What are they talking
about? Which nonverbal cues suggest the nature of a conversation? What language are
the participants speaking? How do you know? Do this exercise in all your working
languages. How do the cues differ in each language?
2. Listen closely to someone you cannot see, such as a telephone caller or radio broadcaster,
and analyze the person's manner of speaking: voice pitch, tone, and volume as well as
other sounds, such as sighs, hesitations, stutters, and tongue clicking. Do this exercise in
all your working languages and compare the differences among them.
4. Analyze words and their meanings by asking others what they mean when they use a
particular word or phrase. How does their word usage differ from yours?
5. Ask someone for directions to a place you know how to get to, and then ask for directions
to an unfamiliar place. What happens in your mind in each situation? Do you lose your
train of thought or do you jump ahead?
6. The next time you have a conversation with someone and miss part of what was said,
analyze what went wrong. How did you lose your concentration? Were you
daydreaming? Were you distracted by an unfamiliar word or a physical interference? Did
a previous, unresolved conversation or thought intervene?
7. While listening to a speaker, try to determine the speaker's point early in the presentation.
At the conclusion of the speech make another evaluation. Were your evaluations the
same? Why or why not?
8. How and why are "linkage" words ("however," "but," "unless," "therefore" etc.) used?
How do they establish the relationships of ideas? Make a list of these words and analyze
their usage. Do this in all your working languages.

Memorization Techniques for Consecutive Interpreting
1. How do you remember? Are you a visual or a verbal learner, neither, or both? If you
forget something you have heard, try to understand what prevented you from storing or
retrieving the information.
2. Your short-term memory capacity is normally limited to between five and nine bits of
information (units of memory), and your ability to recall depends on how well you can
organize what you have heard by finding patterns. Have someone read a series of seven
unrelated numbers to you. As soon as you are able to repeat the series accurately, try to
repeat it backwards. To do this, you must be able to retain the series in your short-term
memory.
3. Increase your analytical skills by reading a newspaper or magazine. After finishing each
story, try to summarize what you read in a single sentence. Do this in all your working
languages.
4. Try exercise #3 after listening to a news report, radio or television talk show. Summarize
the main idea in a single sentence.
5. For the exercises below, have someone read a newspaper or magazine article into a
recorder, or record talk or interview programs from the radio or television. Limit yourself
to non-technical material. Do not record the news, because the newscaster reads from a
prepared script. Record increasingly longer texts as your skills improve. You will only
repeat the information you hear in the same language and will not interpret it.
a. Listen to the passage without taking notes and try to repeat as much as
possible.
b. Listen to the passage and write down key words to help you remember the
content. Then repeat as much information as possible. Compare the results
you achieved with and without notes. Which worked best for you?
c. As you listen to the passage, try to condense it into a few meaningful units.
Organize the information into groups. For example, if a person were to list the
schools she had attended and the subjects she studied, you could group the
schools by location and the subjects studied by topic. Numbers can be
grouped the way people recite phone or social security numbers, in groups of
two, three, or four numbers, rather than as a string of unrelated numbers.
Please note that when interpreting testimony you should maintain the
speaker's word sequence as spoken, except to accommodate the syntax of the
target language.
d. Do not allow your opinions to color your rendition of a speaker's words, even
if you have strong opinions about the subject matter. Pay close attention to
your reaction to the text while listening, and maintain the same level of
language (register) as the speaker.
Note that improving your listening and memory skills is an ongoing and lifelong endeavor. As
you gain experience and confidence your skills will improve.
Adapted from Fundamentals of Court Interpretation: Theory, Policy & Practice, University of Arizona,
Agnese Haury Institute

Note Taking
for
Consecutive Interpreting

Introduction to the Modes of Interpreting
Supreme Court of New Mexico
Administrative Office of the Courts
Court Interpreter Certification Program

General Principles
Don’t let note taking interfere with
listening comprehension:
Listen carefully
Note less

Arrange your notes on the page so you
can easily refer back to them and
have enough space around them to
add other notes and/or symbols as
the narration continues.

Taking notes diagonally or vertically
on the page allows this
PD
arrst
dd



Your note taking system must be
your own. It must be one that you
can easily use, based on your own
style of handwriting.



Adopt and use symbols that are useful
for the subjects that you are dealing
with
(drugs, immigration, dui, battery,
assault, child abuse, etc.)





Always use a symbol to mean only one
thing in a given context
Adopt a simple, one-stroke symbol that
will mean “the main subject of the
speech”

Use pictorial or graphic devices like
arrows, circles, squares…
You are not writing a speech, but drawing
a picture of the idea




Adopt a symbol to mean “000”, so
when you hear 3,000 you can write 3*,
3,000,000 you write 3**, etc.

Adopt or invent abbreviations or
acronyms for often used phrases
(asap=as soon as possible, iot=in order
to, etc.)




Invent symbols for prefixes and
suffixes such as “pre-“ “anti-“ “-tion”
“-ment”

Where to find symbols:








Math = + > < % /≥≤π
Science E µ t
Music
Text messages
L8R R U OK? 2 etc.
Keyboard
% & @ ¶ ™
Punctuation marks
? ! () " :
Vehicle registrations D DA UK CH F








Short words in other languages:
so hi ta - ok - pero - deja - ergo etc bo ale - juz
Currencies $ Y L €
Periodic table
Fe Na Po Ag
Foreign alphabets Ω
β
Π
Signs of the Zodiac
  





Pictographs and pictographic devices
borrowed from other languages
Proofreading marks

Organic Symbols
ORGANIC SYMBOLS are the basis for
several related symbols
The most obvious example is the
underlining...
You can underline any symbol to add
emphasis
big ..... Big

There is a system for noting verbs that
ties in with this idea....
Verb tenses:
Work working - workg
Worked - work |
Will work - | work
Would work - | wôrk

Here are some more examples of one
symbol giving rise to several more...
nation
al
national (adjective)
ally nationally
ze
nationalize
tn
nationalization
o
national (noun) citizen
sm nationalism



You can also double underline, draw
a squiggly line or a dotted line
underneath a symbol or word denote
differing degrees of emphasis or
certainty....

What to note






The ideas. The essence. A single symbol or word
can represent an entire idea.
Causality, consequence, links etc. and the
relation of the ideas to one another in time.
Numbers. Note the numbers immediately,
interrupting whatever you are noting to note the
number as they cannot be remembered from
context and noted later as ideas can.





Proper names. If you don't know a
name, note it phonetically and see if
you can work out how to say it
properly in your target language later.
Technical terms. Specific to the
context of the speech.
(weapons, fingerprints, medical terms,
drugs…)





Lists of words which are not integral
parts of the sentences in which they
are held overload the memory. So note
them.
Striking usage. If the speaker uses a
word or expression that stands out he
has probably used it deliberately and
will want it to appear in the
interpretation.

Exercises:
Compare the difficulty of the following pairs of
mental tasks and the speed with which they can
be performed:


Describe a spiral. Draw a picture of a spiral



Describe a cone. Draw a picture of a cone



Describe an ellipse. Draw a picture of an ellipse.







Describe the route you take from
home to work. Draw a sketch of the
route you take from home to work.
Define the word “notwithstanding”.
Invent an abbreviation for it.
Define the word “motion”. Invent a
symbol for it.

Draw pictures of the following
ideas:







The aircraft is taking off
The inmate escaped from jail
The immigrants were arrested after
crossing the river
They seized 100 kilos of cocaine
She carried the drugs in a girdle around
her waist












The victim was beaten black and blue
The charge is aggravated battery of a
peace officer
Your exposure will be 364 days in
county jail
I said this before
The number of illegal immigrants is
increasing
How do you plead to this charge
How do you plead to these charges





Using mainly abbreviations, pictures,
lines and symbols make notes of the
following news item.
Try to recount the news item as
completely and accurately as possible

Create a symbol, sign or abbreviation for
each of the following commonly terms or
phrases used in court:








Defendant
Plea and disposition
Arraignment
Guilty
Not guilty
Let me call your attention to last week







Could you please state your full name
and address for the record?
Understanding these rights, are you
willing to waive them and plead
guilty?
What happened, if anything, after you
saw the defendant leaving the store?

To practice at home
Listening to the news:
 Note one word per news item and then
try to reproduce each item afterwards.


Take notes diagonal or vertical notetaking techniques - read article back
from notes



Practice taking notes while sitting at
a desk or table, with the pad on your
lap while sitting and while standing

Adapted from:
 “Interpretation – Techniques and
Exercises” by James Nolan,
Multilingual Matters, Reprinted 2008


Note-taking in Consecutive
Interpreting, Rozan, Jean Francois,
(1956 Geneve, Georg), 2005
Tertium, Cracow



Pedagogie Raisonnee de
l'Interpretation, by Lederer and
Seleskovitch. Didier Erudition 2002
(Translated as: "A systematic
approach to interpreter training",
Harmer, J.)
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Section 3
How to Research a Word

How to Research a Word

1. How to learn new words:
a. Read, watch television, listen to talk radio or music, and have conversations in all
your working languages as often as possible, about as many subjects as possible.
b. Search out videos, television shows, books, articles, etc. that deal specifically with
the legal system and legal matters.
c. Attend and observe court proceedings.
d. Write down new words you hear, words you do not know the meaning of, and
words you think you know but do not know how to say in the target language.
e. Be sure you heard the word correctly.
f. If you don’t know already, use a monolingual dictionary (general or subjectspecific) to find the meaning of the word in the source language.
2. How to find a translation to the target language:
a. When working from specific training materials, check the glossary.
b. Use a bilingual dictionary (general or subject specific)
Always work with an unabridged bilingual dictionary
c. Ask your colleagues
d. Look for parallel texts on the Internet, in the newspaper, etc.
e. Listen to the way native speakers of the target language discuss the same topic
3. How to check your translation:
a. Does it “feel right”? Would you understand it if you heard it used in that context?
b. Is it an Anglicism (or an interference from the source-language)? Use the
Internet—if you can tell that all the uses in that context are translations from the
source language or generated by non-native speakers, the translation may not be
correct.
c. Does it get Google hits? Input each of your possible options into Google or
another search engine to see how popular each of them are. If faced with two
similar options, try www.googlefight.com; in most cases, one option will have
many, many more hits and is more likely to be correct.
d. Ask native speakers of the target language, especially those who do not speak the
source language, what they understand the translation to mean.

PARALLEL TEXTS
A parallel text is a text placed alongside its translation or translations.
Parallel text alignment is the identification of the corresponding
words and sentences in both halves of the parallel text. Interpreter
candidates can use this technique to build vocabulary and your
own personal lexicon and which experienced interpreters use to
expand their vocabulary.
The following are links to websites with parallel texts:
http://web.ticino.com/multilingual/Multilingual_websites.htm#Literature
http://www.lonweb.org/

http://langrid.org/playground/parallel-text.html

The following are links to newspapers in languages other than
English:
http://newspaper-world.com/language/index.htm

http://www.languagequest.com/utilities/foreign-newspapers.php

http://www.abyznewslinks.com/bangl.htm
http://www.ipl.org/div/news/
http://www.omniglot.com/links/news.htm

The following pages provide are examples of parallel texts, i.e., the
same newspaper story found in a variety of newspapers in various
languages.
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Section 4
Sight Translation

Exercises for Sight Translation
The exercises outlined below will help you develop skills in sight translation. Practice them in all your
working languages.
Exercises in Public Speaking
1. Reading Aloud: Stand in front of a mirror and read passages aloud from any book, newspaper,
or magazine. A legal textbook, code book, or other legal text is useful for familiarizing yourself
with legal language. Record or videotape yourself and analyze the outcome critically. Pay
attention to your voice, pitch, tone, hesitations, signs, projection, enunciation, and posture.
2. Controlling Emotions: Practice controlling your emotions while reading aloud texts with high
emotional content, such as fear, anger, humor, etc. Make sure you convey the author's intended
emotions and not your personal reaction to the subject matter.
3. Public Speaking: Practice speaking before a group of people at every opportunity. People you
know will constitute a less threatening audience and will allow you to ease your way into public
speaking and build your confidence. Court interpreting is an ongoing exercise in public speaking.

Reading Ahead in Text
1. Extensive Reading: Build up your reading speed and your vocabulary by reading as much as
possible in many different fields.
2. Analyzing: Analyze the content of each text and practice picking out the subject and verb to
determine the core meaning.
Example: Although less influential than in Argentina, migration from Europe in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries affected the development of Chilean political culture. Subject:
migration; Verb: affected.
3. Identifying Sentences and Embedded Sentences: While reading a text aloud, break up long
sentences into smaller, more manageable units.
Example: Juvenile delinquency, which is seen most often among minority youths in urban
ghettoes, cannot be attributed to the urban environment alone, as it plagues the suburbs as well.
Three separate sentences are embedded in this complex sentence
a. Juvenile delinquency is seen most often among minority youths in urban ghettoes.
b. It cannot be attributed to the urban environment alone.
c. It plagues the suburbs as well.
4. Deciphering Handwriting: Obtain texts written by hand (e.g., letters) and practice deciphering
the handwriting on the first oral reading.
Analytical Skills
1. Reading for Content: Read a text aloud to a friend and then have the person ask you questions
about its content.
2. Chunking: Choose a text and mark off the units of meaning in it.
Example: I was getting ready/ to go out to lunch with/ my mother-in-law/ when/ all of a sudden/ I
felt sick to my stomach./ It occurred to me that/ it might be/ something psychosomatic,/ but I later
found out that/ I was simply allergic to/ the perfume she always wore.
3. Using Transcripts: Perform chunking with transcripts of court proceedings (or any document
with a question-and-answer format). Try to establish a hierarchy of importance of the units of
meaning.
Example: Now, Mr. Jones, in your earlier testimony you mentioned that you had seen the
defendant in that bar prior to the date of the incident. Can you tell us or give us an approximation
of how long before the incident it was that you first saw the defendant in the El Camino bar?

Hierarchy of importance:
a. How long before the incident
b. You first saw the defendant
c. In the El Camino bar
d. Tell us, or give approximation
e. Had seen defendant prior to date of incident
f. Mentioned in earlier testimony
g. Mr. Jones
h. Now
4. Completing Phrases: Have a friend write a series of incomplete phrases. Complete the phrases
and determine whether the resulting sentences convey the same idea the friend originally had in
mind.
Examples:
a. After being reprimanded unfairly by her boss in front of her coworker, the secretary tendered....
b. The judge determined that the defendant had strong ties to the community and therefore
released him ....
As you do this exercise, note the errors you make and be aware of how susceptible we are to
reaching false conclusions based on partial information.
5. Paraphrasing: Read a text aloud and rephrase it as you go along, taking care not to change the
meaning.
Example: Since political parties are found almost everywhere in Latin America, they would seem
to be a common denominator in the region's political life. Yet this is not the case. Cultural,
environmental, and historical influences on party development are so varied, they challenge
conventional notions. Most nations hold periodic elections, but, like parties, the implications of
elections may differ profoundly from those of our own culture.
Rephrased: Because political parties can be found in just about every Latin American country,
one might conclude that they are a common thread in the political life of this region. This is not so,
however. There is such a great variety of cultural, environmental, and historical influences on the
development of parties that commonly held ideas are contradicted. Elections are held periodically
in the majority of countries, but the implications of these proceedings, like those of parties, are
very different from the assumptions we can make in our own culture.
6. Expanding: Read a text aloud and expand it (i.e., say the same thing in more words) as you are
going along, again taking care not to change the meaning.
Example: In spite of what you may have heard, scientists are just like other people. A scientist
walking down the street may look just like an insurance agent or a car salesman: no wild mane of
hair, no white lab coat.
Expanded: Although you may have heard assertions to the contrary, there are no differences
between scientists and people who are not in that profession. As a matter of fact, if you saw a
scientist out for a stroll on the sidewalk, you might mistake him for a person who sells insurance,
or an automobile dealer. Scientists don't all have wild manes of hair and they don't always wear
white laboratory coats.
7. Condensing: Read a text aloud and condense it (i.e., say the same thing in fewer words) as you
go along, retaining the same meaning.
Example: The multiplicity of cues which are utilized in the categorizing and sorting of the
environment into significant classes are reconstructed from the strategies and modes of coping
with the problems presented to the subjects. In many situations, no certainty can be achieved; the
varying trustworthiness and merely statistical validity of the cues frequently make inferences only
probable.

Condensed: Many cues are used to classify the environment. They are reconstructed from the
subject's problem-solving strategies. Often, because the cues are not uniformly reliable and are
valid only statistically, the results are not certain.
8. Manipulating the Register: Read a text aloud and alter the register or language level as you go
along, being careful not to stray from the original meaning.
Example: As I was driving to work in the morning, I noticed that the stop sign, which used to be
on the corner of Main and 1st had been removed.
Higher level: Upon transporting myself to my place of employment in a motor vehicle at some
point in time prior to noon, I observed that the insignia to cause motorists to bring their vehicles to
a stationary position, which had formerly been stationed at the intersection of the thoroughfares
known as Main and 1st, had been displaced.
Lower level: On my way to work in the morning, I saw that they took out the stop sign that used to
be at Main and 1st.
Note: These are learning exercises designed to build mental agility, linguistic flexibility, and analytical
skills and to heighten awareness of language usage. In actual sight translation, the interpreter does not
paraphrase, summarize, or change the register of the original text.

Adapted from Fundamentals of Court Interpretation: Theory, Policy & Practice, University of
Arizona, Agnese Haury Institute
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Interpreter Self-Evaluation

Interpreter Self-Evaluation Exercises
1. Record or acquire a recording of a speech, legal testimony, etc. (You Tube is
a great resource). You may also find a text written in one of your working
languages. You can use prepared interpreter practice materials, such as
ACEBO, or record off the radio or television or ask a friend or family member
to speak or read a prepared text for you to record.
2. Shadow or simultaneously or consecutively interpret the recording (or sight
translate the text) while using your recording device to record yourself.
3. Listen to your recording and take notes about your diction, voice
modulation, pacing, hedges and crutches, etc.
4. Transcribe your performance. Make sure to double-space your transcription
so that you have space to make notes.
5. If you don’t already have a transcript of the source audio recording,
transcribe the source.
6. Divide both the transcription of your source and the one of your own
recording into “chunks” of meaning such as noun phrases, prepositional
phrases, hedges, etc.
7. Compare the source to your own recording chuck by chunk. Make notes
both of any errors and the types of errors:
a) Meaning errors – the phrase or word in the target recording means
something different than the word or phrase in the source. Why did
you make these errors? Did you mishear, misunderstand, not know
the correct translation?
b) Non-translation errors – leaving the word in the source language. Do
you commonly use the source-language word when speaking the
target language?
c) Omissions – including omitting any “errors” in the source. Why did
you omit these things? Did you not hear, have trouble keeping up,
or “edit” the source to make it sound better?
d) Additions. Why did you add them? Were any of them things that
you felt were implied in the source (remember, you will rarely have
a 1:1 correspondence)? Did you clarify anything you should not
have clarified?

e) Raising or lowering the register. Why did you do so? Did you
misunderstand the register being used, not know a word with the
appropriate register in the target language, etc?
f) Grammar. Did you use the wrong verb tense, gender, conjugation,
declination, etc?
g) Pronunciation errors. What sounds are difficult for you in the target
language? Was speed a factor? Did the pronunciation errors
make you difficult to understand?
h) Hesitation, hedges, and crutches. Did you omit any that were in the
source? Did you use any of your own?
8. Look back at your notes. What types of source words and phrases caused
you the most trouble? What areas do you need to focus on: Grammar;
pronunciation and diction; vocabulary; listening comprehension; speed?
9. Incorporate these areas into your personal learning plan.
Chunking refers to the process of dividing a sentence into smaller phrases where
pauses might occur naturally (e.g., When the sun appeared after the storm, /
the newly fallen snow /shimmered like diamonds).
A Hedge is a mitigating device used to lessen the impact of an utterance.
Typically, they are adjectives or adverbs, but can also consist of clauses. It could
be regarded as a form of euphemism.
Examples:
1. There might just be a few insignificant problems we need to address.
(adjective)
2. The party was somewhat spoiled by the return of the parents. (adverb)
3. I'm not an expert but you might want to try restarting your computer.
(clause)
Hedges may intentionally or unintentionally be employed in both spoken and
written language since they are crucially important in communication. Hedges
help speakers and writers communicate more precisely the degree of accuracy
and truth in assessments. For instance, in “All I know is smoking is harmful to your
health”, all I know is a hedge that indicates the degree of the speaker’s
knowledge instead of only making a statement, “Smoking is harmful to your
health”.
Crutches or crutch words in communication are, for example, “…um…” “…you
know…” “…like…” “…ah…”

Interpreter Self-Evaluation
New Mexico Administrative Office of the Courts
Introduction to Modes of Interpreting

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Raise your right hand, please.
You do solemnly swear that the
testimony you may give in the
cause now pending before this
Court shall be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Raise your right hand, please.
You do solemnly swear that the
testimony you may give in the
cause now pending before this
Court shall be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

Levante la mano derecha, por
favor. ¿Jura usted solemnemente
que el testimonio que va a
prestar en la causa pendiente
ante el Tribunal será la verdad,
toda la verdad y nada más que la
verdad? ¿Lo jura ante Dios?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Raise | your right hand | please |
You do solemnly swear | that the
testimony you may give | in the
cause now pending | before this
Court | shall be the truth | the
whole truth | and nothing but the
truth | so help you God?

Levante la mano derecha, por
favor. ¿Jura usted solemnemente
que el testimonio que va a
prestar en la causa pendiente
ante el Tribunal será la verdad,
toda la verdad y nada más que la
verdad? ¿Lo jura ante Dios?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Raise | your right hand | please |
You do solemnly swear | that the
testimony you may give | in the
cause now pending | before this
Court | shall be the truth | the
whole truth | and nothing but the
truth | so help you God?

Levante | la mano derecha | por
favor | ¿Jura usted solemnemente
| que el testimonio que va a
prestar | en la causa pendiente |
ante el Tribunal | será la verdad |
toda la verdad | y nada más que
la verdad? | ¿Lo jura ante Dios?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Raise | your right hand | please |
You do solemnly swear | that the
testimony you may give | in the
cause now pending | before this
Court | shall be the truth | the
whole truth | and nothing but the
truth | so help you God?

Levante | la mano derecha | por
favor | ¿Jura usted solemnemente
| que el testimonio que va a
prestar | en la causa _____
pendiente | ante el Tribunal | será
la verdad | toda la verdad | y
nada más que la verdad? | ¿Lo
jura ante Dios?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Raise | your right hand | please |
You do solemnly swear | that the
testimony you may give | in the
cause now pending | before this
Court | shall be the truth | the
whole truth | and nothing but the
truth | so help you God?

Levante | la mano derecha | por
favor | ¿Jura usted solemnemente |
que el testimonio que va a prestar |
en la causa _____ pendiente | ante
el Tribunal | será la verdad | toda la
verdad | y nada más que la verdad?
| ¿Lo jura ante Dios?
1. may/va: verb tense
2. now: omitted
3. this/el: demonstrative pronoun

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Sí.

Yes.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Please take the witness stand.
State your full name and spell
your last name for the record.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Please take the witness stand.
State your full name and spell
your last name for the record.

Por favor, suba al banquillo de
los testigos. Diga sus nombres y
apellidos y deletree el apellido
para que conste en actas.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Please | take | the witness stand |
State | your full name | and spell |
your last name |for the record.

Por favor, suba al banquillo de
los testigos. Diga sus nombres y
apellidos y deletree el apellido
para que conste en actas.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Please | take | the witness stand |
State | your full name | and spell |
your last name |for the record.

Por favor | suba | al banquillo de
los testigos | Diga sus nombres y
apellidos | y deletree | el apellido
| para que conste en actas.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Please | take | the witness stand |
State | your full name | and spell |
your last name |for the record.

Por favor | suba | al banquillo de
los testigos | Diga sus nombres y
apellidos | y deletree | el apellido
| para que conste en actas.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Please | take | the witness stand |
State | your full name | and spell |
your last name |for the record.

Por favor | suba | al banquillo de
los testigos | Diga sus nombres y
apellidos | y deletree | el apellido
| para que conste en actas.
Witness stand/banquillo de los
testigos: vocabulary (should be
estrado)

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me llamo Guadalupe Sotero de
Echeverría.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me llamo Guadalupe Sotero de
Echeverría

My name is Guadalupe Sotero
Echevarría.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me llamo | Guadalupe Sotero de
Echeverría

My name is Guadalupe Sotero
Echevarría.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me llamo | Guadalupe Sotero de
Echeverría

My name is | Guadalupe Sotero
Echevarría.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me llamo | Guadalupe Sotero de
Echeverría

My name is | Guadalupe Sotero
_____ Echevarría

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me llamo | Guadalupe Sotero de
Echeverría

My name is | Guadalupe Sotero
_____ Echevarría
1. de: omitted
2. Echeverría: mis-pronunciation

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
The People may examine the
witness.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
The People may examine the
witness.

La fiscalía puede hacer las
preguntas a la testigo.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
The People | may examine | the
witness.

La fiscalía puede hacer las
preguntas a la testigo.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
The People | may examine | the
witness.

La fiscalía | puede hacer las
preguntas | a la testigo.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
The People | may examine | the
witness.

La fiscalía | puede hacer las
preguntas | a la testigo.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
The People | may examine | the
witness.

La fiscalía | puede hacer las
preguntas | a la testigo.
Examine/hacer las preguntas:
register lowered

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Directing your attention to the
early morning hours of July 10
of this year, do you remember
where you were residing when
the incident between Magdalena
Sotero and Jesús María
Avellaneda took place?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Directing your attention to the
early morning hours of July 10
of this year, do you remember
where you were residing when
the incident between Magdalena
Sotero and Jesús María
Avellaneda took place?

Le pido pensar en la madrugada
del diez de julio del presente.
¿Recuerda usted dónde vivía
cuando ocurrió el incidente entre
Magdalena Sotero y Jesús María
Avellenada?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Directing your attention | to the
early morning hours | of July 10
of this year | do you remember |
where you were residing | when
the incident | between
Magdalena Sotero | and Jesús
María Avellaneda | took place?

Le pido pensar en la madrugada
del diez de julio del presente.
¿Recuerda usted dónde vivía
cuando ocurrió el incidente entre
Magdalena Sotero y Jesús María
Avellenada?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Directing your attention | to the
early morning hours | of July 10
of this year | do you remember |
where you were residing | when
the incident | between
Magdalena Sotero | and Jesús
María Avellaneda | took place?

Le pido pensar | en la madrugada
| del diez de julio del presente. |
¿Recuerda usted | dónde vivía |
cuando ocurrió el incidente |
entre Magdalena Sotero | y Jesús
María Avellenada | ocurrió?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Directing your attention | to the
early morning hours | of July 10
of this year | do you remember |
where you were residing | when
the incident | between
Magdalena Sotero | and Jesús
María Avellaneda | took place?

Le pido pensar | en la madrugada
| del diez de julio del presente. |
¿Recuerda usted | dónde vivía |
cuando ocurrió el incidente |
entre Magdalena Sotero | y Jesús
María Avellenada | ocurrió?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Directing your attention | to the
early morning hours | of July 10
of this year | do you remember |
where you were residing | when
the incident | between
Magdalena Sotero | and Jesús
María Avellaneda | took place?

Le pido pensar | en la madrugada
| del diez de julio del presente. |
¿Recuerda usted | dónde vivía |
cuando ocurrió el incidente |
entre Magdalena Sotero | y Jesús
María Avellenada | ocurrió?
Avellaneda: mis-pronunciation

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me parece si no recuerdo mal
que en ese entonces yo estaba
viviendo con mi prima Asunción
Pérez y su hijo Óscar al este de
Los Ángeles.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me parece si no recuerdo mal
que en ese entonces yo estaba
viviendo con mi prima Asunción
Pérez y su hijo Óscar al este de
Los Ángeles.

I think, if I'm not misremembering, that at that time I
was living with my cousin,
Asunción Pérez, and her son,
Óscar, in east Los Angeles.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me parece | si no recuerdo mal |
que en ese entonces | yo estaba
viviendo | con mi prima |
Asunción Pérez | y su hijo Óscar
| al este de Los Ángeles.

I think, if I'm not misremembering, that at that time I
was living with my cousin,
Asunción Pérez, and her son,
Óscar, in east Los Angeles.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Me parece | si no recuerdo mal |
que en ese entonces | yo estaba
viviendo | con mi prima |
Asunción Pérez | y su hijo Óscar
| al este de Los Ángeles.

I think | if I'm not misremembering | that at that time | I
was living | with my cousin |
Asunción Pérez | and her son
Óscar | in east Los Angeles.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Do you recall if the address was
2427 Valley View Blvd. in the
city of Los Angeles?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Do you recall if the address was
2427 Valley View Blvd. in the
city of Los Angeles?

¿Recuerda usted si la dirección
era de veinticuatro veintisiete
Valley View Boulevard en la
ciudad de Los Ángeles?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Do you recall if | the address was
| 2427 Valley View Blvd. | in the
city of Los Angeles?

¿Recuerda usted si la dirección
era de veinticuatro veintisiete
Valley View Boulevard en la
ciudad de Los Ángeles?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Do you recall if | the address was
| 2427 Valley View Blvd. | in the
city of Los Angeles?

¿Recuerda usted si | la dirección
era de | veinticuatro veintisiete
Valley View Boulevard | en la
ciudad de Los Ángeles?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno, no me recuerdo muy
bien, pues, no quedé allí mucho
tiempo.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno, no me recuerdo muy
bien, pues, no quedé allí mucho
tiempo.

Well, I don't really remember ...
I didn't stay there for very long.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno | no me recuerdo | muy
bien | pues | no quedé allí |
mucho tiempo.

Well, I don't really remember ...
I didn't stay there for very long.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno | no me recuerdo | muy
bien | pues | no quedé allí |
mucho tiempo.

Well | I don't really remember |
really | ... | I didn't stay there | for
very long.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno | no me recuerdo | muy
bien | pues | no quedé allí |
mucho tiempo.

Well | I don't really remember |
really | _____ | I didn't stay there
| for very long.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno | no me recuerdo | muy
bien | pues | no quedé allí |
mucho tiempo.

Well | I don't really remember |
really | _____ | I didn't stay there
| for very long.
Pues omitted—or was it? Is it
implied in the pause?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Your Honor, may I approach the
witness?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Your Honor, may I approach the
witness?

Su Señoría, ¿puedo acercarme a
la testigo?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Your Honor | may I approach |
the witness?

Su Señoría, ¿puedo acercarme a
la testigo?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Your Honor | may I approach |
the witness?

Su Señoría | ¿puedo acercarme |
a la testigo?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Yes, you may.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Yes, you may.

Sí puede.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Yes | you may.

Sí puede.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Yes | you may.

Sí | puede.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Mrs. Echeverría, I am showing
you what has been marked
People's Exhibit 2 for
identification. This is a police
report. Will you please read page
2, line 17, to see if it will refresh
your memory?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Mrs. Echeverría, I am showing
you what has been marked
People's Exhibit 2 for
identification. This is a police
report. Will you please read page
2, line 17, to see if it will refresh
your memory?

Señora Echevarría, le muestro lo que
se ha marcado como la prueba
número dos de la fiscalía para
identificarla ... Es un informe
policíaco. ¿Podría usted leer la
página dos, renglón diecisiete, para
ver si le refresca la memoria?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Mrs. Echeverría | I am showing
you | what has been marked |
People's Exhibit 2 | for
identification. | This is | a police
report. | Will you | please | read |
page 2 | line 17 | to see if | it will
refresh your memory?

Señora Echevarría, le muestro lo que
se ha marcado como la prueba
número dos de la fiscalía para
identificarla ... Es un informe
policíaco. ¿Podría usted leer la
página dos, renglón diecisiete, para
ver si le refresca la memoria?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Mrs. Echeverría | I am showing
you | what has been marked |
People's Exhibit 2 | for
identification. | This is | a police
report. | Will you | please | read |
page 2 | line 17 | to see if | it will
refresh your memory?

Señora Echevarría | le muestro | lo
que se ha marcado como | la prueba
número dos de la fiscalía | para
identificarla ... | Es | un informe
policíaco | ¿Podría usted | leer | la
página dos, renglón diecisiete | para
ver si | le refresca la memoria?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Mrs. Echeverría | I am showing
you | what has been marked |
People's Exhibit 2 | for
identification [...]. | This is | a
police report. | Will you | please |
read | page 2 | line 17 | to see if |
it will refresh your memory?

Señora Echevarría | le muestro | lo
que se ha marcado como | la prueba
número dos de la fiscalía | para
identificarla ... | Es | un informe
policíaco | ¿Podría usted | leer |
_____ | la página dos, renglón
diecisiete | para ver si | le refresca la
memoria?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Mrs. Echeverría | I am showing
you | what has been marked |
People's Exhibit 2 | for
identification [...] | This is | a
police report. | Will you | please |
read | page 2 | line 17 | to see if |
it will refresh your memory?

Señora Echevarría | le muestro | lo
que se ha marcado como | la prueba
número dos de la fiscalía | para
identificarla ... | Es | un informe
policíaco | ¿Podría usted | leer |
_____ | la página dos, renglón
diecisiete | para ver si | le refresca la
memoria?
1. Echeverría: mis-pronunciation
2. Gender: should be lo
3. Please omitted
4. Refresh your
memory: Anglicism?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Sí, como no.
Ahora recuerdo que ese era el
domicilio correcto de Asunción.
No sé muy bien si es Los
Ángeles o Montebello.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Sí, como no.

Yes, of course.

Ahora recuerdo que ese era el
domicilio correcto de Asunción.

I remember now that that *was*
Asunción's correct address.

No sé muy bien si es Los
Ángeles o Montebello.

I don't really know if it's in Los
Angeles or Montebello.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Sí | como no.

Yes, of course.

Ahora | recuerdo | que ese era | el
domicilio correcto | de Asunción.

I remember now that that *was*
Asunción's correct address.

No sé | muy bien | si es | Los
Ángeles | o Montebello.

I don't really know if it's in Los
Angeles or Montebello.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Sí | como no.

Yes | of course.

Ahora | recuerdo | que ese era | el
domicilio correcto | de Asunción.

now I remember now | that that
*was* | Asunción's correct
address | Asunción's.

No sé | muy bien | si es | Los
Ángeles | o Montebello.

I don't really know | really | if it's
| in Los Angeles | or Montebello.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Thank you, Mrs. Echeverría.
Now, going back to the early
morning hours of July 10, can
you describe in your own words
what happened between
Magdalena and Jesús María
which led to the fight which
ultimately resulted in
Magdalena's death?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Thank you, Mrs. Echeverría.
Now, going back to the early
morning hours of July 10, can
you describe in your own words
what happened between
Magdalena and Jesús María
which led to the fight which
ultimately resulted in
Magdalena's death?

Gracias, Señora Echeverría. Y ahora,
pensando de nuevo en la madrugada del
día diez de julio, ¿podría usted describir
en sus propias palabras qué causó... qué
ocurrió entre Magdalena y Jesús María
que causó la pelea que..., del cual
finalmente la, el resultado era la muerte de
Magdalena?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Thank you | Mrs. Echeverría |
Now | going back to | the early
morning hours | of July 10 | can
you describe | in your own words
| what happened | between
Magdalena | and Jesús María |
which led to the fight | which
ultimately resulted | in
Magdalena's death?

Gracias, Señora Echeverría. Y ahora,
pensando de nuevo en la madrugada del
día diez de julio, ¿podría usted describir
en sus propias palabras qué causó... qué
ocurrió entre Magdalena y Jesús María
que causó la pelea que..., del cual
finalmente la, el resultado era la muerte de
Magdalena?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Thank you | Mrs. Echeverría |
Now | going back to | the early
morning hours | of July 10 | can
you describe | in your own words
| what happened | between
Magdalena | and Jesús María |
which led to the fight | which
ultimately resulted | in
Magdalena's death?

Gracias | Señora Echeverría | Y ahora |
pensando de nuevo en | la madrugada | del
día diez de julio | ¿podría usted describir |
en sus propias palabras | qué causó... qué
ocurrió | entre Magdalena | y Jesús María |
que causó la pelea | que..., del cual
finalmente la, el resultado era | la muerte
de Magdalena?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Thank you | Mrs. Echeverría |
Now | going back to | the early
morning hours | of July 10 | can
you describe | in your own words
| what happened | between
Magdalena | and Jesús María |
which led to the fight | which
ultimately resulted | in
Magdalena's death?

Gracias | Señora Echeverría | Y ahora |
pensando de nuevo en | la madrugada | del
día diez de julio | ¿podría usted describir |
en sus propias palabras | qué causó... qué
ocurrió | entre Magdalena | y Jesús María |
que causó la pelea | que..., del cual
finalmente la, el resultado era | la muerte
de Magdalena?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Thank you | Mrs. Echeverría |
Now | going back to | the early
morning hours | of July 10 | can
you describe | in your own words
| [...] what happened | between
Magdalena | and Jesús María |
which led to the fight | [...] which
ultimately resulted [...] | in
Magdalena's death?

Gracias | Señora Echeverría | Y ahora |
pensando de nuevo en | la madrugada | del
día diez de julio | ¿podría usted describir |
en sus propias palabras | qué causó... qué
ocurrió | entre Magdalena | y Jesús María |
que causó la pelea | que..., del cual
finalmente la, el resultado era | la muerte
de Magdalena?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Thank you | Mrs. Echeverría |
Now | going back to | the early
morning hours | of July 10 | can
you describe | in your own words
| [...] what happened | between
Magdalena | and Jesús María |
which led to the fight | [...] which
ultimately resulted [...] | in
Magdalena's death?

Gracias | Señora Echeverría | Y ahora |
pensando de nuevo en | la madrugada | del
día diez de julio | ¿podría usted describir |
en sus propias palabras | qué causó... qué
ocurrió | entre Magdalena | y Jesús María |
que causó la pelea | que..., del cual
finalmente la, el resultado era | la muerte
de Magdalena?
1. qué causó: addition/hedge
2. que...: addition/hedge
3. el cual: gender
4. la: gender/hedge
5.: era: verb tense

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno, yo estaba durmiendo en
la recámara con mi niño que
tiene 6 años. Nos habíamos
acostado a eso de las 11 luego de
tomarnos unas cervecitas con los
vecinos,...
Pues hacía mucho calor esa
noche.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno, yo estaba durmiendo en
la recámara con mi niño que
tiene 6 años. Nos habíamos
acostado a eso de las 11 luego de
tomarnos unas cervecitas con los
vecinos,...

Well, I was sleeping in the
bedroom with my son who is six
years old. We had gone to bed at
about eleven p.m., after having
some beers with the neighbors.

Pues hacía mucho calor esa
noche.

Because it was very hot that
night.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno | yo estaba durmiendo | en
la recámara | con mi niño | que
tiene 6 años. Nos habíamos
acostado | a eso de | las 11 |
luego de tomarnos | unas
cervecitas | con los vecinos,...

Well, I was sleeping in the
bedroom with my son who is six
years old. We had gone to bed at
about eleven p.m., after having
some beers with the neighbors.

Pues | hacía mucho calor | esa
noche.

Because it was very hot that
night.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno | yo estaba durmiendo | en
la recámara | con mi niño | que
tiene 6 años. Nos habíamos
acostado | a eso de | las 11 |
luego de tomarnos | unas
cervecitas | con los vecinos,...
Pues | hacía mucho calor | esa
noche.

Well | I was sleeping | in the
bedroom | with my son | who is
six years old. We had gone to
bed | at about | eleven p.m. | after
having some beers | with the
neighbors.
Because | it was very hot | that
night.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno | yo estaba durmiendo | en
la recámara | con mi niño | que
tiene 6 años. Nos habíamos
acostado | a eso de | las 11 [...] |
luego de tomarnos | unas
cervecitas | con los vecinos,...
Pues | hacía mucho calor | esa
noche.

Well | I was sleeping | in the
bedroom | with my son | who is
six years old. We had gone to
bed | at about | eleven p.m. | after
having some beers | with the
neighbors.
Because | it was very hot | that
night.

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Bueno | yo estaba durmiendo | en
la recámara | con mi niño | que
tiene 6 años. Nos habíamos
acostado | a eso de | las 11 [...] |
luego de tomarnos | unas
cervecitas | con los vecinos,...
Pues | hacía mucho calor | esa
noche.

Well | I was sleeping | in the
bedroom | with my son | who is
six years old. We had gone to
bed | at about | eleven p.m. | after
having some beers | with the
neighbors.
Because | it was very hot | that
night.
1. p.m.: Addition
2. beers: Diminuitive lost?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Now tell us, Mrs. Echeverría,
what, if any, unusual occurrence
transpired that night after you
had retired?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Now tell us, Mrs. Echeverría,
what, if any, unusual occurrence
transpired that night after you
had retired?

Y díganos, señora Echeverría,
¿qué ocurrió que fue... fuera de
lo normal después de que ustedes
se acostaron, en caso que haya
ocurrido algo?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Now | tell us | Mrs. Echeverría |
what | if any | unusual
occurrence | transpired | that
night | after you had retired?

Y díganos, señora Echeverría,
¿qué ocurrió que fue... fuera de
lo normal después de que ustedes
se acostaron, en caso que haya
ocurrido algo?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Now | tell us | Mrs. Echeverría |
what | if any | unusual
occurrence | transpired | that
night | after you had retired?

Y | díganos | señora Echeverría |
¿qué ocurrió | en caso que haya
ocurrido algo | que fue... fuera de
lo normal | después de que |
ustedes se acostaron, en caso que
haya ocurrido algo?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Now | tell us | Mrs. Echeverría |
what | if any | [...] unusual
occurrence | transpired | that
night | after you had retired?

Y | díganos | señora Echeverría |
¿qué ocurrió | _____ | en caso
que haya ocurrido algo | que
fue... fuera de lo normal |
después de que | ustedes se
acostaron, en caso que haya
ocurrido algo?

Consecutive Lesson 12: Murder Witness
Now | tell us | Mrs. Echeverría |
what | if any | [...] unusual
occurrence | transpired | that
night | after you had retired?

Y | díganos | señora Echeverría |
¿qué ocurrió | _____ | en caso
que haya ocurrido algo | que
fue... fuera de lo normal |
después de que | ustedes se
acostaron, en caso que haya
ocurrido algo?
1. That night: omitted
2. fue... hesitation
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Analysis of errors
Most errors were English > Spanish
Most errors in both languages were hesitations and hedges
A few additions/deletions that did not change the main message
A few grammar errors such as verb tense and gender, mostly in
Spanish
• Some loss of small meaning units such as diminuitives, register
change
• One meaning error ... although that is debatable!
•
•
•
•
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he Judicial Council of California, Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) contracted ALTA Language
Services, Inc. (ALTA) to analyze the examination process and testing instruments for the certification
and registration of California state court interpreters. Research conducted throughout the study assisted
ALTA in developing recommendations for future test design and
administration, as well as future recruitment and training efforts.
Through the analysis of data obtained from qualitative interviews
and quantitative surveys, as well as examination of current testing
and rating processes, ALTA identified the knowledge, skills, and
abilities (KSAs) needed for the function of court interpretation,
and assessed how well the current instruments align with
defined KSAs. Additionally, ALTA reviewed current test structure
and administration practices, as well as interpreter training and
recruitment efforts of peer models that certify or qualify court
interpreters, through analysis of data and reviews. Included in
this report are the findings, analyses, and recommendations in
regard to future test instruments, administration practices, and
training and recruitment efforts.

Analysis of Work Qualifications
In the first stage of this study, an analysis of work requirements
was conducted to define the key functions of a state court
interpreter and to create a profile of the requisite knowledge,
skills, and abilities (KSAs) needed for the function of court
interpretation. Findings from the research conducted in this
stage indicate that the job of the court interpreter requires
highly developed knowledge, skills, and abilities in a number
of different areas. To interpret for all oral messages and
utterances, as well as to orally translate written documents,
court interpreters must have a broad range of knowledge and highly competent abilities in the following skill
areas:
Linguistic Skills
Speaking Skills
n
Listening Comprehension Skills
n
Reading Comprehension Skills
n
Interpreting Skills
n	Behavioral Skills
n
n

Based on the findings, the following knowledge, skills, and abilities were determined as essential for the
performance of court interpretation:

Linguistic Skills
	Native-like proficiency in all working languages;
Ability to think and react communicatively in all working languages;
n
Knowledge and use of a broad range of vocabulary, including legal
terminology, subject- specific terminology, and slang; and
n
Knowledge and use of cultural nuances, regional variations, idiomatic
expressions, and colloquialisms in all working languages.
n
n
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n

n
n

Ability to speak with proper pronunciation, diction, and intonation in all
working languages;
Ability to speak with a neutralized accent in all working languages; and
Ability to project and/or speak softly.

Listening Comprehension Skills
n

n

n

Ability to listen to and comprehend different rates of speech in all working
languages;
Ability to listen to and comprehend various regional accents and/or dialectical
differences in all working languages; and
Ability to ignore auditory distractions and focus on source speaker.

Reading Comprehension Skills
n

n

n

Ability to read and comprehend overall meaning and specific details of
written text in all working languages;
Ability to read and recognize various written contexts, including formal
and informal text, subject-specific vocabulary, idiomatic expressions, and
colloquialisms; and
Ability to read quickly and with little preparation.

e x ecuti v e su m m ary

Speaking Skills

Interpreting Skills
n
n
n

n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Ability to concentrate and focus;
Ability to process linguistic information quickly;
Ability to make quick linguistic decisions regarding word choice or terminology
selection;
Ability to apply short-term memory skills in retaining small units of
information;
Ability to think analytically;
Ability to utilize predictive thinking skills to anticipate incoming messages;
Ability to convey meaning;
Ability to provide transference from one language to another;
Ability to preserve accuracy;
Ability to select appropriate equivalents for vocabulary or phrases;
Ability to accommodate for lack of equivalents in vocabulary or phrases;
Ability to conserve intent, tone, style, and utterances of all messages;
Ability to reflect register; and
Ability to self-monitor and self-correct.

Behavioral Skills
n
n
n
n
n
n

Ability to practice and follow ethical standards;
Ability to conduct business in a professional manner;
Knowledge and awareness of cultural aspects that affect language;
Ability to work in various settings, situations, or conditions;
Ability to project self-confidence and self-awareness when interpreting; and
Knowledge and continued learning of social, technological, and legal
changes that affect language.

	 Diction refers to the ability to speak with clarity.
	 Register refers to the ability to reflect the tone of the language being used, whether formal or informal.
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ASSESSING YOUR KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES
AND
DEVELOPING YOUR LEARNING PLAN
Based on the information you’ve just read about the skills required to become a
professional interpreter. Use the worksheet below to assess your skills in each area. This
assessment, for your eyes only, will be helpful as you design your strategies for self-study.

Skill Area
Linguistic Skills

Speaking Skills

Listening Comprehension
Skills

Reading Comprehension
Skills

Interpreting Skills/Experience

Behavioral Skills

My Strengths

Areas to Work On – My
Learning Plan

Learning Style Survey
This survey is designed to help you gain an understanding of learning styles so that you can
incorporate the various learning styles in your daily learning activities. It is NOT meant to show
you your best way of learning as the research does not promote that. Rather, it is a tool for
learning-to-learn (metalearning) in order to increase self-awareness about your strengths and
weaknesses as a learner so that you will try to use the correct method for learning a task or
subject, rather than sticking with a preferred method.
Note that like any survey of this nature, it is not 100 percent accurate, but it should help you gain
some understanding of your preferred learning styles based on two continuums:
Processing Continuum: Our approach to a task — learn by doing or watching.
Perception Continuum: Our emotional response — learn by thinking or feeling.
For a learning style survey based on modalities (Visual, Auditory, and Kinesthetic), see VAK.

Instructions
Read each statement carefully. Answer honestly as there are no correct or incorrect answers. It is
best if you do not think about each question too long, as this could lead you to the wrong
conclusion.

SECTION 1 (Doing & Watching)
Circle either "Doing" or "Watching" next to the statements below, depending upon the part of
the statement you most closely relate to.
1. Doing - I often produce off-the-cuff ideas that at first might seem silly or half-baked.
Watching - I am thorough and methodical.
2. Doing - I am normally the one who initiates conversations. Watching - I enjoy watching
people.
3. Doing - I am flexible and open minded. Watching - I am careful and cautious.
4. Doing - I like to try new and different things without too much preparation. Watching - I
investigate a new topic or process in depth before trying it.
5. Doing - I am happy to have a go at new things. Watching - I draw up lists up possible
courses of actions when starting a new project.
6. Doing - I like to get involved and to participate. Watching - I like to read and observe.
7. Doing - I am loud and outgoing. Watching - I am quiet and somewhat shy.
8. Doing - I make quick and bold decisions. Watching - I make cautious and logical
decisions.
9. Doing - I speak fast, while thinking. Watching - I speak slowly, after thinking.

SECTION 2 (Thinking & Feeling)

Circle either "Thinking" or "Feeling" next to the statement below, depending upon the part of
the statement you most closely relate to.
1. Thinking - I ask probing questions when learning a new subject. Feeling - I am good at
picking up hints and techniques from other people.
2. Thinking - I am rational and logical. Feeling - I am practical and down to earth.
3. Thinking - I plan events down to the last detail. Feeling - I like realistic, but flexible
plans.
4. Thinking - I like to know the right answers before trying something new. Feeling - I try
things out by practicing to see if they work.
5. Thinking - I analyze reports to find the basic assumptions and inconsistencies. Feeling I rely upon others to give me the basic gist of reports.
6. Thinking - I prefer working alone. Feeling - I enjoy working with others.
7. Thinking - Others would describe me as serious, reserved, and formal. Feeling - Others
would describe me as verbal, expressive, and informal.
8. Thinking - I use facts to make decisions. Feeling - I use feelings to make decisions.
9. Thinking - I am difficult to get to know. Feeling - I am easy to get to know.

SCORING PROCEDURES
Total up the two choices from Section One (Doing & Watching). The one that has the larger
number is your task preference:
Total number of Doing _____
Total number of Watching _____
Total up the two choices from Section two (Thinking & Feeling). The one that has the larger
number is your thought or emotional preference:
Total number of Thinking _____
Total number of Feeling _____
Each preference (high score) from the two above sections are used to determine your preferred
learning style:
If you prefer Watching and Feeling then this puts you in the reflecting category:
Prefers to learn from activities that allows watching, thinking, and to review what has
happened, such as brainstorming and cooperative groups.
Lectures may be helpful but only if they provide expert explanations and analysis.
Likes innovative and imaginative approaches to doing things.
Prefers to view situations from many perspectives.
Interested in people and tends to be feeling-oriented.

If you prefer Watching and Thinking then you are in the philosophy category:
Prefers to pull a number of different observations and thoughts into an integrated whole
in a step-by-step manner (go from details to big-picture).
Prefers to reason logically and design models, theories, and projects.
Likes lectures, analogies, systems, and case studies.
Talking with experts is normally not helpful.
If you prefer Doing and Thinking then you are in the analyzing category:
Prefers the practical application of ideas, solving problems, feedback, and decisionmaking (obvious links between the task-on-hand and a problem).
Prefers technical problems over interpersonal issues.
Prefers to apply new learnings to actual practice to see if they work.
Likes laboratories, field work, observations, and coaching.
If you prefer Doing and Feeling then you are in the organizing category:
Good at adapting to changing circumstances and solves problems in an intuitive, trialand-error manner, such as discovery learning.
Tends to be at ease with people.
Prefers the challenges of new experiences, involvement with others, assimilation, and
role-playing.
Likes anything new, problem solving, and small group discussions.
You will learn best by using ALL four styles, rather than your preferred learning style. That is,
you should incorporate the styles so that you use the Learning Cycle.

ONLINE LEARNING RESOURCES FOR COURT INTERPRETER CANDIDATES
(for additional resources refer to the 2012 Orientation Notebook CD)
Websites:
General Legal Terminology
State Bar of New Mexico – Online glossary of legal terms
http://www.nmbar.org/public/commonlegalterms.html
Law.com Dictionary –Free online legal dictionary
http://dictionary.law.com/Default.aspx?selected=2137
Drug Terminology
Office of National Drug Control Policy – The Street Terms database contains over 2,300 street
terms that refer to specific drug types or drug activity. The database is used by police
officers, parents, treatment providers and others who require a better understanding of drug
culture.
http://www.expomed.com/drugtest/files/drugterms.pdf
Forensic Sciense Terminology
Forensic Science Glossary of Terms – Terminology from the world of crime investigations
including DNA, fingerprinting, autopsy techniques, etc.
http://library.thinkquest.org/04oct/00206/text_glossary.htm
Prison Slang
Inside Prison.com –Website replete with information on prisons and life behind bars.
http://www.insideprison.com/glossary.asp
Domestic Violence
Domestic Violence Glossary—A resource from Santa Clara County, California.
http://www.sccgov.org/SCC/docs%2FWomen%27s%20Policy%2C%20Office%20of%20%28DEP
%29%2Fattachments%2FGlossaryWebFinal.pdf
Family Law
Alaska Court Sytem Self-Help Center –Glossary of Family Law Terms
http://www.courts.alaska.gov/glossary.htm
Audio Podcasts
Legal Broadcast Network – Topics cover items of interest to those interest in trial law practice,
courts, cases in the news and the cause of civil justice.
http://m.podfeed.net/category_list.asp?id=26
D.C. Public Safety -- Audio programs for the public on crime, criminal offenders and the
criminal justice system.
http://media.csosa.gov/podcast/audio/

